Where Your Water Comes From & Logging Projects up the McKenzie River

1) **Trapper** - A Forest Service (FS) Sale which has been reduced over decades of tree sits and litigation to a size smaller than shown here, about 44 acres of old growth on an unstable slope. It was sold to Seneca Jones.

2) **Lang Dam Project** - This FS project is spread over 645 acres of woodland that would involve 2.2 miles of new road being created, some if it in pristine natural forest. Trees in this sale range up to 120 years old.

3) **McKenzie View** - This Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Project is set in an Area of Critical Environmental Concern, the Lower McKenzie Headwaters. Sales names include Martin Creek. This project was completed under the new BLM management plan that contradicts key elements of the Northwest Forest Plan.

4) **Green Mountain Project** - Just the tip of this behemoth FS project along the Aufdrehede Nat. Scenic Byway is shown here. It covers more than 4300 acres and includes logging in Special Interest Areas where the FS own rules would normally prohibit logging including Hidden Lake.

5) **Goose** - This FS project includes over 300 acres of habitat for the Spotted Owl reduced from what was offered prior to an earlier tree sit and litigation. It includes natural forest in a roadless area. Also known as Cascade Forest Defenders new home, activists and well-wishers are welcome to visit briefly or long term!

6) **McKenzie Landscape Project** - This BLM project is already decided into sales called Mid Indian, Finn Again, and Wild and Wooly. They follow the McKenzie's feeder streams into lush stands of ancient forest. Auction date is 6/21/17.

**Water is Life.** Defend yours. Go to [forestdefensenow@wordpress.com](mailto:forestdefensenow@wordpress.com) and look under the Resources Tab for detailed descriptions and maps of all of these sales. Come on out with us or on your own and get some nature on you!